Safari is a wonderful holiday of adventure and learning for kids. Here are a couple of
itinerary suggestions for Kenya and Tanzania that will encourage you all to be out and
about and experience the wonders of nature and the richness of the culture. All
itineraries are adaptable to your specific interests. Why not have a beach extension at
the end of the trip? Both Kenya and Tanzania have wonderful coastlines.
Suitable for families with kids from the age of 10 upwards and we can provide
alternative suggestions if your kids are younger. Specific quotes on request as the
cost varies substantially, depending on the ages and the size of the family group.
Sample itineraries are only guidelines, and each trip can be tweaked, the focus can be
shifted, the locations varied, or we can start again from scratch.

Kenya
14 days/ 13 nights
This itinerary offers lots of variety: out and about in vehicles, on foot, with camels and in the water.
Enjoying animals in their natural setting, meeting people from different cultures, supporting important
conservation initiatives but, above all, a memorable family holiday.

Highlights of the itinerary:
• Arrival night in Nairobi to get used your new surroundings
• Transfer to Airport for flight up to northern Kenya and 3 nights at a camp on a Laikipia
conservancy – a paradise for kids: Game viewing, fishing, swimming, walking and generally
raising hell!
• Set off on a 3-night camel trek, where you cover 8-12 leisurely kilometres each day and ride atop
a camel when you are tired - a great way to slow right down and get a different perspective on
life. Look out for unusual species such as gerenuk, Grevy’s Zebra and Beisa Oryx
• Head across to The Matthews range and get to know the local Samburu people going about their
day-to-day life. Visit the Singing Wells and the wonderful Reteti Elephant Orphanage. Or just
enjoy the wildlife coming to drink at a waterhole by your camp.
• Head south and get to experience the very best of the Maasai Mara from your camp within the
Mara North Conservancy, giving you plenty of freedom while exploring the park and the teeming
wildlife there.
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Tanzania
15 days/ 14 nights
Tanzania is a country of contrasts and this itinerary allows you all the experience this in spades.
Spectacular came viewing, canoing, bike ride, walk, ballon flights and spend some time hunter
gathering in Yaeda.

Highlights of the itinerary:
• Arrival night in Kilimanjaro area to get used your new surroundings
• Take a trip to nearby Arusha National Park (primates, giraffe and spectacular scenery) for a
canoe ride on the Momella lakes before heading to a wonderful community lodge on the plain
between Mount Meru and Mount Kilimanjaro. Join in with the enthusiastic crew, throwing
spears, traditional dancing and enjoying a ‘Maasai Barbeque’.
• Tarangire 3 nights at a tented lodge. Drive west over the flank of Mt Meru and on to Tarangire:
think Baobabs, Elephants and a host of other game.
• Drive across the Great Rift Valley. Then it’s on yer mountain bike for 3 hours along the shores of
Lake Manyara – if you’re in luck, the lake might be covered in flamingos and other water birds.
And I mean covered… 2 nights at a simple camp in the park
• Once upon a time, we were all hunter gatherers, living by foraging from nature. A very few
people around the world still have the expertise to live off the land… meet the Hadzabe who
cheerfully show you the basics of hunting, gathering edible fruits and roots and how to enjoy
honey from a wild hive. 3 nights in a light mobile camp.
• And now the fabled Serengeti, home of the Great Migration. With luck, you should find the
plains black with animals, as herds of grunting, honking wildebeest trudge by on their endless
quest for food and water. Rolling ridges dotted with worn granite kopjes, each one crowned
with a gnarled fig tree and in the valley, the Mara River makes its turbulent way to the west.
Take a balloon trip and see the world from the skies.
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